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The media has a significant influence on any political process. In Venezuela, particularly, 

the media plays an important role in defining the electorate’s political opinion and 

attitude toward the political process. This thesis analyzes how the media’s preference for 

conflict and individual personalities exacerbated overall societal tensions and polarization 

in Venezuela since 1999. Examining the evolution of media-government relations in 

Venezuela since 1999, I suggest a framework for a future content analysis of news 

coverage of the 2012 presidential election in order to quantify and qualify the evolution 

of bias and balance in Venezuela's mass media. 
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Chávez and the Media: a Framework for Analyzing 

the 2012 Presidential Election News Coverage in 

Venezuela 

 
Lt. Col. Hugo Rafael Chávez Frías has been the President of the Bolivarian 

Republic of Venezuela
1
 since 1999. Over his twelve year tenure in office, President 

Chávez has set forth structural changes to Venezuela that transformed it from a 

moderately liberal, capitalist, two-party democratic system to a multi-party representative 

democracy with a so-called twenty-first century socialist economic model. Chávez’s 

successful entry into the political scene was the result of an intense social frustration with 

the forty years of bipartisan puntofijismo, a gentlemen’s agreement between the two 

governing parties – Acción Democrática (AD) and Partido Socialcristiano COPEI – that 

essentially formed a crony government system marked by corruption.  The transition, 

however, has not been without significant controversy and conflict, both within the 

country and outside its borders. Venezuela has become over the past thirteen years a 

deeply divided country between those who support President Chávez and his political 

agenda and those who oppose it.
2
 Venezuelan politics are marked by continuous, often 

violent conflict between two factions of chavistas and anti-chavistas at all levels of 

society. The societal divide in Venezuela is reflected in all aspects of day-to-day life; it is 

reflected from the economy to politics, from education to the media, thus becoming a 

defining characteristic of the contemporary national landscape. The imminent result of 

these caustic social relationships has been a complete erosion of cordial political 

                                                             
1
 Formerly the Republic of Venezuela. 

2
 Recent polls (Keller y Asociados 2010) indicate the steady growth of a disenfranchised sector that does 

not identify or affiliate with either the President’s policies or the opposition. They are locally knows as the 

ni-nis, for they support neither one nor the other. 
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dialogue, economic and political stagnation, a deterioration of institutional independence, 

as well as galvanized and highly flammable relationships among different social groups.  

 While the polarization of Venezuelan society and the divisive nature of its 

national politics has been well documented by Ellner and Hellinger (2003), and is largely 

based on empirical evidence and accounts of most Venezuelans. Yet comprehensive 

research projects using both quantitative and qualitative approaches to document the 

exacerbating and potentially causal role of the non-state actors such as the media in 

Venezuela’s societal divide are sparse.
3
 The media has long played an important role in 

Venezuelan politics and the forming of political opinions by Venezuelan citizens. Despite 

experiential knowledge most Venezuelans hold that the media is biased and information 

is not presented accurately or fairly,
4
 they overwhelmingly rely on mass media to make 

political decisions
5
 (such as selecting a candidate worthy of their vote). With such an 

important role in society, however, Venezuelan media’s impact on the political process is 

understudied and not well understood. 

This paper will specifically address the claims that media polarization exists in 

Venezuela and that such polarization has a negative impact upon the country’s 

democracy by suggesting a framework for the analysis of the 2012 presidential contest in 

Venezuela, offering preliminary results from a limited content analysis of three articles 

from leading daily El Universal. 

                                                             
3
 See Sagarzazú (2009) for an example of a similar quantitative and qualitative study on Venezuelan media 

bias. 
4
 The Latinobarómetro (2004) poll reveals that only 21.6% of Venezuelans trust the quality of the national 

media’s information, with 83.3% of respondents also manifesting their belief that media outlets are 

politically biased. Grupo Observatorio de Medios (2009) characterized all news media outlets with national 

reach, including press and television, with a ‘moderately low’ balance grade. 
5
 The Latin American Public Opinion Project LAPOP (2010) finds that 48% of all Venezuelan have an 

above average to high trust in the media.  
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A clarification of key concepts as related to mass media is essential to the proceeding 

discussion and analysis, and key to establishing a framework moving forward. For the 

purpose of this paper, bias in the media will be defined per Street (2001, p.15) as “the 

extent to which media content is systematically favorable to a particular set of interests.”  

Balance will be defined as “[giving] equal coverage to all parties involved in an event, 

irrespective of the ‘news value’ of their contributions.”
6
 Identifying bias in the media, 

particularly on political issues, is important as journalists in theory portray themselves 

“as unbiased, or are at least required to appear unbiased.” (Street 2001, p. 17) As Street 

discusses, the problematic nature of bias in the media needs to be closely examined 

because:  

“[it] is tied to fundamental assumptions about power and democracy. In a 

democracy, it is assumed no one group or set of interests is systematically 

preferred over another, and that information available to citizens is accurate and 

impartial. Under these conditions, the principles of political equality and 

accountability can operate. What makes bias a problem is the thought that the 

media can, if they distort the representation of the world, skew and thwart the 

democratic process. If the media systematically promote some interests and 

misinform the citizenry, the democratic process itself will not operate effectively 

[…]”  

(Street 2001, p. 16) 

Hence, any deviation from an accurate and impartial account of events can be effectively 

considered to be biased. This remains problematic, however, when we consider the 

necessary editorial discretion journalists and editors must make in their approach to 

news-value determination. While one could disregard any such notion of bias as simply a 

singular version of an event which should be compared and contrasted to others for 

accuracy by the reader, the same argument cannot be made when the bias is held at a 

                                                             
6
 ‘News value’ refers to the discretionary determination of news-worthiness by journalists and editors of 

mass media outlets. 
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system-wide level. I believe the latter is the case in Venezuela. To this effect, Street 

warns that “[…] critics of the media are voicing a fear that misrepresentation or partiality 

has important consequences for the way people regard themselves, how they’re regarded 

by others and the outcome of political processes and the practice of democracy.” (2001, 

p. 16) 

While Street’s definition of bias and its potential effects on democracy is useful, it 

is not specifically descriptive of the many forms bias may take. For this purpose, we look 

to McQuail’s (1992) categorization of bias into four main forms: 

o Partisan bias, the easiest to detect, occurs when a media outlet deliberately 

and explicitly promotes a single cause, political group or ideology; 

o Propaganda bias, an non-explicit but deliberate form of bias, occurs when 

a (or a group of) particular aspect(s) of a news story are emphasized in 

order to make a case for a determined cause (i.e. when a story emphasizes 

the race of individuals in a report about a crime, a racial bias may be 

present); 

o Unwitting bias is a product of journalistic culture, whereby certain stories 

featuring certain individuals receive higher priority over others, but is 

neither conscious nor deliberate; 

o Ideological bias consists of a set of hidden assumptions and value 

judgments that only apparent upon a close reading of the text (i.e. gender 

bias; how women are portrayed in the media through their physical 

appearance or their relationship to men instead of being accorded an 

independent existence [ (Herzog 1998), (Norris 1997)]. 
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The two types of bias that are of particular concern to this thesis are the propaganda and 

ideological biases manifested by the selected mass media outlets in Venezuela. In order 

to measure the presence of said forms of bias, I will employ both quantitative and 

qualitative methods. Quantitative methods of bias in content analysis were first explored 

by Miller (1991) and consist of identifying the frequency in which certain keywords are 

used to describe an event, an individual, a group, an object or an idea. Entman (1993), for 

instance, used this method to identify the frequency in which the terms ‘extreme, 

backlash, attack,’ and ‘assault’ were used in political debate on the topic of 

environmental policy. Qualitative methods of bias in content analysis were explored in 

depth by Barthes (1967) who sustained that meaning is contained both in what is and is 

not said. In this sense, Street (2001) utilizes Thompson’s (1988) categorization of four 

forms in which bias is communicated: 

o Legitimization: by attributing popular support or expert opinion to the 

information presented; 

o Dissimulation: attributing blame to specific individuals to cover up 

particular social tensions; 

o Fragmentation: the media represents groups as opposed to each other, 

when in fact they have a common cause; and 

o Reification: wherein the media represents the world as naturally ordered 

and fixed, supporting the status quo and marginalizing the claims of those 

who want change. 

For the purposes of this thesis, we will focus only on dissimulation and fragmentation 

biases for the qualitative approach to bias.  
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Most approaches to content analysis use a combination of both quantitative and 

qualitative methods of quantifying bias, while balance is usually measured through a 

quantitative approach. Proving the existence of bias and unbalance in media 

interpretations of events, however, is not without critique. Authors such as Harrison 

(1985) identify the problem of such determinations of bias in the assumed existence of an 

objective truth to which the individual accounts of an event can be compared. Such an 

assumption, the authors suggest, is flawed because the nature of mass media business 

resides in that any event is prone to interpretation in order to create a news story. A 

factual retelling of events may be the most objective of transmitting information about an 

event, but journalists and editors exercise their discretion in prioritizing themes, 

individuals and actions within these events in order to concoct a story with news value; 

that is, a retelling of events that is based on facts but also responds to the demands of a 

particular audience. Hence the limitations of any content analysis aimed at identifying a 

set of biases reside in the impossibility of an entirely factual, objective account of events 

in from which to compare he news story. Furthermore, any interpretation of bias is also 

prone to differing opinions on the analysis; what one analyst may find as an instance of 

bias, another may not. Understanding the limitations of quantitative and qualitative bias, 

however, does not imply that such analyses are without merit. In polarized societies such 

as Venezuela’s, where biases are apparent and blatant, identifying the extent to which 

they have penetrated the many aspects of the political sphere and malign the democratic 

process is essential to providing future recommendations on policy. These analyses and 

recommendations serve the purpose of further avoiding this sort of problem both in 

Venezuela and in other societies. However, Street (2001) suggests that the concept of 
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media outlets simply responding to an audience is also predominantly false. The media 

utilizes images and words to constitute its consumers in such a way that “stories are 

written for a particular group, and the way they are written assumes a particular set of 

responses and values.” (p. 53) Hence, consumers of media content are being constructed 

through the news stories they are exposed to, with their “concerns and worries being 

shaped and constituted by the way they are addressed” (p. 53) by the media outlets they 

use for information. 

  This paper will continue as follows: in Section II, I will review existing literature 

on the subject of the normative relationship that should exist between the media and 

government. Section III will be dedicated to describing the particularities and nuances of 

the Venezuelan mass media landscape, with special emphasis on the evolution from 

1999. In Section IV, I will suggest a framework for a multivariate content analysis of the 

press coverage by Venezuelan newspapers of the 2012 presidential electoral process, 

including the campaign, Election Day events and post-election results analysis. Section 

IV includes a sample analysis of three articles published by El Universal on February 13, 

2012. I will conclude in Section V with an exploration of the possibilities for the media’s 

role in the 2012 presidential contest and beyond. 
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Media-government relations 

For the purpose of this study, as Bertrand (2000) claims, the media must be understood 

altogether as an industry, a public service and a political institution. (p. 2) Relations 

between the media and governments are in a constant state of fluctuation and evolution. 

Historically, the media was subject to the whims of the political system in which they 

were generated, with their content tightly controlled and acting only as the official voice 

of those in the higher echelons of power at the expense of the common citizen and their 

interests. After the Industrial Revolution and the professionalization of journalism came 

the development of a new style of relationship between the state and the media, shifting 

from one of subordination to one of reciprocal rights and responsibilities, as Peterson  

suggests. (1956, p. 74) Recent trends in media-government relations, with the 

proliferation new technologies and increased economic pressures faced by traditional 

media, however, have also led thinkers such as Habermas (1986) to suggest that a process 

of entertainment values colonizing the coverage of news events threatens to upturn the 

existing power hierarchy and abandon the normative situation of mutual respect.
 
As we 

shall analyze in this section, the relationship between the state and the media is a complex 

one with many nuances, for every society and every country is unique. Notwithstanding 

the relativity of the normative relationships that should exist between these two 

institutions, some conclusions can be reached on the concomitant rights and 

responsibilities that should exist in countries that have embraced democratic systems as a 

form of government. 

 The study of media and its role in government and society grew exponentially as a 

result of the effects of Industrial Revolution on society became better understood (Siebert 
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1956, p. 13) and Americans returning from World War I began to question the validity of 

propaganda and other political messages emanating from mass media outlets (Fallows 

1996). It was not until 1907, however, that retired journalist Joseph Pulitzer shared his 

concerns on the future of journalism and what he believed to be a progressive and 

dangerous demoralization of the profession, setting forth the basis on which to build a 

professional code of conduct for journalists (Brasch and Ulloth 2001, p. 242). Similarly, 

in 1911, Will Irwin observed for the first time that the private media abandoned news 

analysis in favor of news reporting, and that their coverage changed as dictated by 

commercial patterns of businesses that advertised in them (Brash and Ulloth 2001, p. 

242). In 1919, Upton Sinclair asserted that newspapers were now beholden to the 

companies who purchased advertising space calling journalists “the prostitutes of big 

business.” (Brash and Ulloth 2001, p. 243). In 1922, Walter Lippmann published his 

seminal article Public Opinion, in which he observed the problematic relationship 

between the society and the press and its role in a democracy: 

“It is possible and necessary for journalists to bring home to people the uncertain 

character of the truth on which their opinions are founded, and by criticism and 

agitation to prod social science into making more usable formulations of social 

facts, and to prod statesmen into establishing more visible institutions. The press, 

in other words, can fight for the extension of reportable truth.” 

  (Brasch and Ulloth 2001, p. 243) 

  

Lippman’s (1922) assertions were met with some opposition. John Dewey argued that 

self-government remained as important of a factor in a democratic society as did the 

efficient results Lippman advocates for. As Fallows (1996) contends, Dewey endorsed 

that the responsibility of engaging the public in political debate and the decision-making 
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process should fall not only on the government, but on the press as well (p. 237). 

Contemporary theorists have developed different interpretations of contemporary 

relationships between the media and the government as a result of Lippman-Dewey 

debate on the continuously evolving relationship between these actors and their role in 

society. 

Siebert et al (1956) distinguish four theories that have dictated the relationship 

between state and media since the 1600s. Under the authoritative premise, today defunct 

except in non-democratic systems, the press is strictly a method of dissemination for 

official (government-sponsored and embraced) policies and principles.  A second 

paradigm suggested by Siebert et al that is no longer current is the soviet-communist 

model; under this system, the press is a propaganda machine for the political 

establishment selectively publishing information that benefits the state and ignoring or 

‘spinning’ that which is detrimental. The two theories that have had their apogee in the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries are the libertarian and the social responsibility 

theories of the press, respectively. For the first of these, the libertarian freedom of the 

press has its roots firmly planted in the European Enlightenment movement of the 

seventeenth century. Per Peterson (1956, p.74), under the libertarian premise the press 

enjoys as privileged position under the government and serves the following six essential 

functions: to 

1. Provide information and a forum for discussion and debate on public affairs; 

2. “Enlighten the public to make it capable of self-government;” (p. 74) 

3. Safeguard the individual rights of citizens by acting as a watchdog against 

government policies and action; 
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4. Provide a service to the economy through advertisement; 

5. Provide entertainment; and 

6. Be financially self-sufficient in order to be free of special interest influence. 

Peterson (1956) elaborates that the social responsibility theory en vogue during the 

late twentieth century and today has identical roles for the press as under the libertarian 

premise, but with the introduction of a moral justification for exercising the rights and 

upholding the aforementioned responsibilities (p. 74-75). The transition of freedom of 

information from a social right to a moral right, as Brasch and Ulloth (2001, p. 245) 

claim, is rooted in a criticism of libertarian theory that occurred in response to the social 

changes brought on by the Industrial Revolution (Peterson 1956, p. 76). The critical view 

of libertarian theory recognizes for the first time the power and influence of the press in 

propagating political and economic opinions of its editors and owners, thereby serving its 

own needs at the expense of publishing differing views.  Peterson also recognizes that 

media outlets, as economic units, are subservient to the interest and needs to big 

businesses, advertisers and are controlled by a higher socioeconomic “business class”, 

which as a result made them institutions strongly reluctant to social change. (1956, p. 77)  

Finally, Peterson noted that under the libertarian premise, the press tended to report in a 

superficial and often sensational manner, often endangering public morals in their 

activities (Peterson 1956, p. 77). 

The criticism of libertarian theory summarized by Peterson (1956, p. 74-75) gave way 

to the development of codes of ethics in journalism, which then birthed the social 

responsibility theory of the press. These codes of ethics, developed at the beginning of 

the twentieth century in the United States and the United Kingdom, emphasized the 
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responsibility of journalists to protect the general welfare of society by reporting with 

“sincerity, truthfulness, impartiality, fair play, decency respect for individual’s privacy.” 

(p. 85) Ideologically different from previous theories governing media-state relations, 

proponents of social responsibility theory recognize that man can discern right from 

wrong through the use of reason (p. 86), and that in this role the newspaper places a 

unique purpose of enlightening its readers through a critical approach in news reporting. 

The theory also differs strongly from libertarian theory in creating a proactive role for the 

government in promoting and protecting freedom of the press, rather than envisioning 

government as an unwanted encroachment on freedom per se (p. 95). Social 

responsibility theory as set forth by Peterson (1956) supports the intervention of the state 

in media affairs when “the need is great and the stakes are high,” (p. 100) as the 

government has a right and a duty to act to protect the freedom of its citizens whenever it 

is threatened. The theory, however, also discourages the government from attempting to 

compete or eliminate privately owned media (p. 102). 

Since Siebert et al’s (1956) watershed study on contemporary theories of the press, 

several authors have attempted to clarify and further develop the functionality of the 

social responsibility model. Bertrand (2001) argues that in order to sustain a functional 

system of media-government relationships certain conditions must be met as “only 

democracy can insure the survival of human civilization and there can be no democracy 

without well-informed citizens and there cannot be such citizens without quality media.” 

(p. 2) However, acknowledging as Peterson (1956) and Brasch and Ulloth (2001) do the 

limitations of mass media in covering the vast political news arena with accuracy and 

objectivity, Bertrand (2001) identifies the natural dilemma resulting of this relationship: 
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whereas the media entrepreneurs exploit the natural resource that is the consumer in order 

to maintain a profitable status quo, citizens view news reporting as a tool in their search 

for happiness which often involves altering the status quo (p. 2-3).  In this sense, Bertrand 

expands on the nature of dilemma by enumerating the multiple actors that play key roles 

in the media and the creation of news stories (see Table 1.1). The often contradictory and 

conflicting agendas of the different participants in the media result in the dilemma 

described by Bertrand (2001). 

Table 1.1: Participants in the media and their roles____________________                                    
. 

Source: Bertrand (2001, p. 17-20) 

Bertrand further narrows the source of the lack of quality of mass media as an 

inherent problem of the journalistic profession. Because journalism as a field of study is a 

relatively recent phenomenon, the discipline lacks a scientific knowledge base cemented 

on globally acknowledged theory. Further, because the practice of journalism does not 

require a professional degree or any sort of an accreditation process and very little quality 

Participant Role 

Employers                     

(media owners) 

Possess business talents, but lack a moral 

conscience. Profit-maximizing agents. 

Employees Compile and publish information of interest 

to the public. Often their skills are in need of 

professionalization. 

Editors Set editorial policy and make personnel 

decisions.  

Advertisers Insure the prosperity of a news outlet by 

buying space on the media for the 

commercialization of their products. 
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controls are enforced, there exists an indirect and unprotected relationship between the 

practitioner – the journalist – and the client – the media consumer (p. 24). If we accept 

Bertrand’s argument that media has an immediate effect on the supply of information 

because of their ability to decide which individuals and what events get coverage and 

which do not, this unprotected relationship (where normative corresponding rights and 

responsibilities cannot be enforced) is what then allows for low quality media to 

permeate the political discourse and debate in democratic societies.  

 Bertrand’s (2001) analysis, while thorough in explaining the expected outcomes 

of the dilemma of private media in a democratic society, does not offer the full picture of 

contemporary media-government relationships in modern democratic societies. For a 

more nuanced approach that details some of the complexities of these oft-problematic 

relationships, Meyer and Hinchman (2002) offer their interpretations of the logic of 

politics and media in a democracy by looking at the fundamental ethos of the political 

sphere and the media sphere in a market economy democracy. Meyer and Hinchman 

distinguish between two systems of democracy that feature models of media-government 

relationships based on the social responsibility model; the participatory democracy model 

and the civil society model. In a participatory democracy, high institutionalization leads 

to sustained and significant participation in government decision-making and policy 

formulation. The participatory system depends largely on grassroots initiatives emanating 

from civil society being deliberated within political parties and local associations. 

Similarly, the civil society democratic model emphasizes unrestricted citizen involvement 

and supervision of government decision-making, but on an even smaller scale. 

Regardless of which model of democracy selected, argue Meyer and Hinchman (2002), 
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citizens should expect an appropriate supply of political information to promote the 

process of political deliberation: “all [democractic systems] assume citizens will have 

complete, undistorted information about the most important political issues, as well as the 

intentions and programs of the political actors who represent them.” (p. 154)  

Yet in attempting to keep this mandate, media is limited by its inability to 

representatively select and abbreviate all information that forms political reality. As 

Lippman (1922) noted: 

“[…] As social truth is organized today, the press is not constituted to furnish 

from one edition to the next the amount of knowledge which the democratic 

theory of public opinion demands. This is not due to the Brass Check
7
 […] but to 

the fact that the press deals with a society in which the governing forces are so 

imperfectly recorded. The theory that the press can itself record those forces is 

false. It can normally record only what has been recorded for it by the working 

institutions. Everything else is argument and opinion, and fluctuates with the 

vicissitudes, the self consciousness and the courage of the human mind.”  

      (Brasch and Ulloth 2001, p. 243) 

As Lippman acknowledges, there exist natural limitations on the media’s ability to recrd 

and report events objectively, due to inherent biases in the human mind on what is news-

worthy and what is not. To this effect, Lippman further adds that:  

“The press is too frail to carry the whole burden of popular sovereignty, to supply 

spontaneously the truth democrats hoped was inborn. And when we expect it to 

supply such a body of truth we employ a misleading standard of judgment. We 

misunderstand the limited view of our own endurance, public spirit and all-round 

competence.” 

(Brasch and Ulloth 2001, p. 243-244) 

As a result, while citizens demand relevant information from the media about policies 

that concern them, the media is unable to meet this expectation of providing information 

on all facets and dimensions of the political processes. While one could argue that by 

                                                             
7
 Referring to Sinclair (1919) “The Brass Check: A Study of American Journalism.” 
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consulting multiple media outlets a politically-inclined citizen would be able to have a 

more comprehensive and critical view of the political dynamics that play out in a society, 

the majority of media consumers is composed of what Dewey (1925) and Meyer and 

Hinchman (2002) call “uninterested citizens” – those who are not inclined to engage in 

social conversations about the political messages they have been exposed to through the 

media, and therefore passively absorb said content. These ‘uninterested citizens’ are more 

likely to respond positively to the “preferred reading” encoded in media messages. This 

interpretation of media power directly clashes with Schumpeter (1994) and Downs’ 

(1957) theory of market democracy, where citizens’ voting ability depends on a 

comprehensive, reliable, and complete access to information regarding candidate’s 

electoral platforms, comprehensive accounts of their records and accomplishments. It 

also trumps Needhart’s (1994) notion of the media as a social intermediary between 

citizens and the government, providing transparent information about politics while 

orienting and validating the multiple points of view society may hold on a particular 

subject.  With such a powerful position to influence citizens and sway the political 

opinion of the masses, it should be of little surprise that political actors are increasingly 

dependent on existing media code in designing and implementing their communication 

strategies and their conduct (Meyer and Hinchman 2002, p. 21). 

 Having established the complexities of political capitulation to media code and its 

potential effects on democracy, Meyer and Hinchman (2002) provide a justification of 

media behavior in a capitalist system. As Meyer and Hinchman (2002, p. 26) explain, 

private ownership of the media implicitly transforms the product of the industry into a 

tradable commodity, and in the same logic, sales (to both advertisers and consumers) 
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become the primary justification for their economic activity. And while the limitations of 

the media in capturing, encapsulating, and delivering political reality to consumer 

explained by Meyer and Hinchman do not vary significantly from those identified by 

Peterson (1956) and Bertrand (2001), they place additional emphasis on describing the 

twin filters that define what information the media chooses to highlight and that which it 

does not. According to Meyer and Hinchman (2002, p. 31-32), the first filter involves the 

‘newsworthiness’ of an event, for which they describe the most reliable formula for an 

event to attract media attention as involving: 

a) A strictly limited number of prominent individuals involved; 

b) a conflict-laden situation where one party’s interest is directly opposed to the 

other’s; and 

c) notable successes or grievous harm resulted from the outcome of the conflict. 

Further, Meyer and Hinchman also explain that the second filter of news making, 

intrinsically tied to the first, is the manner in which news is presented to a consumer 

market. Using rules and codes picked up from theater performance and popular culture, 

contemporary journalism in media shows a marked preference for story-telling, 

personification, conflict, archetypal narratives, verbal duels and social-role dramas that 

are sure to attract consumer attention (Meyer and Hinchman 2002, p. 37). 

With such a marked tendency in existing media code to report on the sensational 

and exaggerate the small share of reality that is represented by the media, Meyer and 

Hinchman (p. 41) argue that politics and media are undergoing a process of colonization 

where the political sphere is increasingly and worrisomely playing second fiddle to the 
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codes of behavior set forth by the media sphere. Habermas (1986) explains the process of 

colonization as that where one societal domain – in this case, the media – has succeeded 

in imposing its own specific rules on another’s – politics – way of functioning. While 

Meyer and Hinchman (2002, p. 50) reinforce the notion that these two social realms have 

not lost their separate identities, as political actors pursue different interest independent 

of media desires, the effects of media colonization on the political sphere are very much 

part of the social reality of contemporary democracies. Increasingly and successfully, 

political actors use the social and economic power of the media stage to shape political 

events, thus creating a culture of politainment where politics permeate all aspects of 

society and become a form of popular culture and entertainment. 

 With the advent of the internet as the new frontier of media and communication, 

Meyer and Hinchman (2002, p. 50-52) argue that a non-hierarchical form of political 

deliberation could change the dynamics of colonization on politics by traditional (press) 

and other contemporary (radio, television) forms of media. Called by Meyer and 

Hinchman a model of Media Democracy (p. 54), the authors advocate for the emergence 

of a culture of democratic responsibility in editorial offices attentive to the public sphere 

of civil society, featuring high standards for journalistic integrity in the media enforced 

by the heightened societal standards of media performance (Meyer and Hinchman 2002, 

p. 63). Notwithstanding the value of the proposal by Meyer and Hinchman, internet 

media has not yet changed the dynamic of colonization significantly, especially when we 
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consider that the flow of information to the consumer is still highly channeled through 

privately owned media outlets.
8
 

Former CBS News anchor Tom Fenton illustrates in his 2005 book critical of 

contemporary media Bad News: The Decline of Reposting, the Business of News and the 

Danger to us all the failures of the industry to inform on major political events while 

often reporting on sensational and superficial but popular topics. Fenton (2005) cites as 

an example the lack of coverage by American news outlets of developments in the 

Middle East and even in the United States that could have potentially informed citizens 

about the threat of terrorist attacks prior to September 11, 2001. According to Fenton, on 

the eve of the attacks CBS Evening News offered a variety of reports on issues ranging 

from declining consumer spending, to sexual exploitation of youths, serial killers in 

California, military stunt pilots, and a health special on dietary supplements. “In short,” 

concludes Fenton “on the eve of our Armageddon, the evening news was a mirror image 

of a nation eager for titillation and fascinated with its own navel.” (p. 4). Stories about 

Al-Qaeda, bin Laden and the intelligence reports that suggested the possibility of terrorist 

attacks on US soil were ignored as much by media as they were by the government. As a 

result of editorial decisions to suppress these stories which in their opinion would not 

have interested the American public, Fenton (2005) suggests that citizens such as Johnell 

Bryant, a loan officer at the Florida Department of Agriculture prior to 9/11, simply did 

not have the information to identify a terrorist threat and take action. Bryant interviewed 

Mohammed Atta, the leader among the terrorists involved in executing the 9/11 plot, for 

                                                             
8
 The emergence, increasing preeminence and growing political, economic and social power of social 

networking websites, including Facebook, Twitter and Google+, in addition to blogs and other forms of 

user-generated content may, however, alter the dynamics in the long run. 
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a loan he had solicited to buy an airplane and retrofit it with a large chemical tank for 

alleged crop-dusting purposes. During the course of Atta and Bryant’s conversation, 

Fenton (2005) asserts that Atta offered to buy a detailed map of Washington, DC that 

hung in Bryant’s office after inquiring about the locations of the White House and the 

Pentagon, and even asked how the loan officer would feel if a foreign group attacked 

important US monuments and landmarks. While in retrospect, the average citizen, even 

the most uninformed, would have recognized the red flags in this conversation and could 

have taken appropriate action, Fenton argues that despite the fact that “Atta inquired if 

the loan officer had heard of an organization overseas of people disillusioned with their 

government; that the group […] was called Al-Qaeda. […] mentioned the name Osama 

bin Laden, and promised that bin Laden would some day be known as the ‘world’s 

greatest leader,’” Bryant had no way to recognize these elements either together or 

separately because they were nearly unmentioned by the mass media at the time. (p. 6) 

 While Fenton’s (2005) example of media editorial discretion may be extreme and 

not necessarily representative of the entire international media landscape, it serves as a 

potent example of the power media wields on society; by selecting what is newsworthy 

and what is not to a select consumer market, and publishing information based 

exclusively on media code that favors sensationalism and superficiality, the mass media 

has significant power to influence opinion and even limit or abridge citizen’s knowledge 

of a particular topic. 
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The Media in Venezuela 

Latin American Media Trends and Venezuela 

 The state of Venezuela’s media landscape must be understood in the context of 

Latin America’s evolving political landscape over the last thirty years, a period marked 

by a process of democratization, empowerment of traditionally oppressed classes, and the 

rise of left-leaning liberal democracies. Lugo-Ocando (2008) asserts that Latin America 

media over this time span has emerged from being a “cultural maquila” (p.1), merely 

reproducing and recycling cultural products from the United States and Western Europe, 

to become an “an increasingly sophisticated mechanism of control, one that is less 

politicized and more oriented towards satisfying market needs within the ideological 

framework of liberal democracies.” (p. 1) Venezuela’s case may seem upon simple 

inspection to defy Lugo-Ocando’s optimistic diagnosis of contemporary Latin American 

media, but as I contend in the proceeding chapter, Venezuela’s media landscape fits 

squarely within Lugo-Ocando’s description. The Venezuelan media market has become 

dangerously politicized, bipartisan and biased, thus providing inaccurate and incomplete 

information for Venezuelan citizens to make political decisions. While this worrisome 

deterioration would appear to be the result of ongoing political tension and open 

confrontation in the country, I contend that such a conclusion of causality overlooks the 

fact that the Venezuelan mass media provides such content as a response to a market 

demanding it. 

 Lugo-Ocando (2008) recognizes the limitations of media and mass 

communication in the region, stating the influence of media outlets owners in 
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determining the content, quality and tone of their content “to pursue their own [political] 

agendas and interest,”  (p. 2) as well as a deterioration of journalism to a “decorative role 

[…], engaging with politics by means of scandals […], prioritizing fashion, gossip and 

sports, and less willing to adopt a controversial political agenda unless they reflect 

dissidence among the ruling elites.” 
9
 (p. 2) Further, Lugo-Ocando identifies the root of 

the problem in an environment that inhibits peaceful and rational debate in the political, 

economic and social arena to Latin America’s weak political institutions, its penchant for 

political confrontation, and the region’s endemic extreme poverty rate limiting citizen’s 

access to accurate, unbiased information and ability to generate independent political 

opinion.  

Chávez and the Media 

 In Venezuela’s particular case, the confrontational nature of ongoing government-

media tensions are fairly recent, dating back to just after President Hugo Chávez’s 

election in 1998. According to Cañizález (2008), Chávez – a former military paratrooper 

who rose to prominence after an attempted coup on President Carlos Andrés Pérez’s 

government on February 4, 1992 – received ample and fair media coverage during his 

presidential campaign, with his presence on mass media outlets growing exponentially as 

his inevitable electoral triumph became apparent. The warm relationship between the 

media and the Chávez government continued into his first months of government when 

Globovisión, a 24-hour news channel believed today to be staunchly opposed to the 

Chávez government, refused to air a tape wherein dissenting National Guard officers 

called for an overthrow of the government, instead turning in the tape to the government 
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(Cañizález, p. 194). The major turning point on the until-then amicable relationship 

between the media and President Chávez occurred after the enactment of the new 

Boliviarian Constitution in 1999 and the ensuing radicalization of the so-called 

Bolivarian Revolution. The climax of the deteriorating relationship occurred on April 11, 

2002 when the media colluded with the opposition to “broadcast live messages from 

insubordinate members of the Venezuelan armed forces and directly supported actions 

that subverted constitutional order.” (Cañizález, p. 195). The result was extensive, yet 

uncritical coverage of the coup, followed by a full-flung media blackout of the protest in 

favor of President Chávez that took place barely twenty-hour later. Most Venezuelans 

only found out about the ousting of Pedro Carmona as president de facto, the instauration 

of General Assembly president Diosdado Cabello as interim president and the return of 

Chávez to the presidency through informal networks of communication among 

neighbors, family and coworkers throughout the country. Much of what transpired 

between April 11 and April 13, 2002 still remains unclear due to the media’s self-

censoring behavior during the upheaval. 

 While the conflict between the media and the government may appear clear-cut 

and based exclusively on the events of April 11 2002, Cañizález (2008, p. 195-198) 

warns that beyond surface Chávez’s election in 1998 shattered a paradigm of 

collaboration between Venezuela’s mass media and government that had lasted almost 

seventy years. Chávez’s election did away with forty years of puntofijismo
10

, but it also 

simultaneously vanquished a tacit agreement between the media industry and the 
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 A historic period between 1958 and 1998, starting at the ouster of dictator Marcos Pérez-Jiménez and 

ending with Chávez’s victory, marked by an undemocratic agreement (the Pact of Punto Fijo) between the 

two governing parties – the Partido Acción Democrático (AD) and the Partido Socialcristiano COPEI – 

that allowed them to leverage influences and control the country’s politics for four decades 
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government which had predated puntofijismo by thirty years. The agreement in place 

since the early 1930s understood that every incoming regime would restructure the media 

industry’s ownership to reflect its particular interests  in such way that “[…] depending 

on particular political, social, and cultural circumstances, the media and different social 

and political actors engaged in a complex process of negotiation and struggle to 

participate in the hegemony of power.” (Cañizalez, p. 201). In order to secure this 

peaceful if tense coexistence, political debate was framed primarily in terms of the 

existing institutional realm – one of agreement and consensus, especially during the 

puntofijismo. Confrontation of any kind among political factions was deliberately played 

down and promoted instead were elements of common interests. As examples of the mass 

media’s collusion with the governing elites, Cañizález (2008, p. 202-206) offers several 

instances where the media self-censored in order to restore stability and preserve the 

status quo in otherwise volatile political situations. In 1962, the media downplayed the 

Porteñazo and Carupanazo coup attempts on President Rómulo Betancourt’s 

government. Similarly, in 1986 the media omitted any mention of the Viñeta coup 

attempt on President Jaime Lusinchi until several weeks post facto. During the bloody 

Caracazo riots in the capital city during early 1989, the media too banned all images and 

of the civil unrest and of the military firing upon protestors. Notably, during Chávez’s 

own coup attempt on then-president Carlos Andrés Pérez in 1992, the media played a key 

role in restoring stability in the country by strictly controlling the flow of information 

from the political unrest to media consumers. 

 The radical shift in the media’s relationship with the government, from one of 

close collaboration to one of open confrontation, occurred as a byproduct of the shift in 
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institutional policy. With the end of puntofijismo and the democratization of Venezuela’s 

politics also came a period where said politics would no longer be marked by agreement 

and consensus among political and economic elites, but rather one where political debate 

in all public spheres would be marked by confrontation as the only way existing elites 

could remain in power. According to Cañizález (2008, p. 197), chavismo as a political 

movement created an enormous rift among the Venezuelan people, especially among the 

middle classes, where manual laborers saw in the movement an opportunity to gain 

political, economic and social privilege while the professional sector saw theirs disappear 

with the rise of the Bolivarian Revolution. This zero-sum logic, pinning different sectors 

of the middle class (and with it, the lower and upper classes) against each other has been 

particularly simplified and exaggerated by Venezuela’s commercial media (Cañizález, p. 

209). 

 Today, partially due to the government’s intervention in the industry seeking to 

ameliorate private media influence on the political process and to the natural evolution of 

business, Venezuela’s media has learned to act dynamically in a challenging political, 

economic and social context, thus responding more closely to market demands for 

content rather than government approval. In this sense, Cañizález (2008, p. 207) 

describes the contemporary media industry in Venezuela as highly sophisticated in terms 

of consumption, with an important and growing online presence, but underdeveloped in 

terms of content production. One cannot ignore the profit-driven financial pressures faced 

by the country’s mass media as Venezuela is in fact among the top three countries in 

Latin America in terms of advertisement investment per capita, representing 1.3% of total 
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GDP.
 11

 The government’s enormous advertisement budget has allowed it to wield market 

forces as a weapon to control some media outlets, with government advertisement being 

awarded or removed depending on how critical the media coverage is of the government. 

Not all media in Venezuela have the same sphere of influence; broadcast media 

(television and radio) have a much greater reach and popular appeal. In 2007, for 

instance, the top three publicly broadcast channels – RCTV (2), Venevisión (4), and 

Televén (10) – captured 70% of all TV viewership in the country (circa 7 million 

viewers) while Últimas Noticias, the newspaper with largest national circulation, prints 

only 350,000 copies per day. Two additional open-air networks, Venezolana de 

Televisión (VTV, channel 8) and ViVe (5), owned and operated by the government, with 

its content believed to be strictly in line with government ideology, have a smaller 

following. Globovisión (33) – the twenty-four hour news network believed to be aligned 

with the opposition – has a much narrower and limited audience, but a prominent role in 

setting the political agenda for the country. Television in Venezuela thus dominates 

mainstream media in terms of expressing and forming cognitive and behavioral public 

opinion (Cañizález, p. 201) Venezuelan radio has an equally extensive following with 

over 400 FM stations and 200 AM stations nationwide (2007 estimate), most of which 

are concentrated into three prominent networks: Circuito Nacional Belfort (with 40 

affiliates), Unión Radio (with 30 affiliates) and Circuito Nacional Continente (with 11 

affiliates). Unlike in television, where private ownership of the media has been 

challenged (see below for the RCTV case), radio stations have faced the yoke of the 

government’s pocketbook with their existence threatened by the threat of losing an 

important share of their advertisement revenue. Since 1961, the government has 
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constitutionally mandated that all political parties receive free but limited airtime on all 

television and radio stations across the country, but the President also has the prerogative 

of calling for national simultaneous broadcasts over all publicly broadcast channels 

without limitations on time or itinerary. President Chávez has been accused by the 

opposition of abusing this right over the span of his thirteen-year presidency, including 

using this power to censor media outlets from informing citizens on the civil unrest 

during the April 2002 coup and general strike in December of that very same year. More 

recently, Chávez’s record-breaking 9-hour Memoria y Cuenta 2012
12

 delivery was 

perceived by many to be little more than a demonstration of the President’s ability to 

sequester the media for extended hours of time. 

The importance of print media in Venezuela  

Print media in Venezuela is geographically concentrated to the capital city. The 

three newspapers with largest national circulation, Diario Últimas Noticias, El Universal 

and El Nacional, are all published in Caracas and rarely include extensive coverage of 

regional issues unless it has significant consequences at the national level. El Universal, 

the oldest Venezuelan daily in print, reaches an audience of about 330,000 readers per 

day, similar to that of rival El Nacional. Últimas Noticias, as dicussed earlier, has a 

slightly larger circulation outside of the capital. El Universal is largely believed to have a 

more loyal and concentrated metropolitan audience and a pro-business, opposition-

aligned agenda. El Nacional has tried to capitalize on el El Universal’s readership base 

by providing in-depth, intellectual analysis of news, but it is perceived by many to be too 

liberal to suit the tastes of the vast majority of press consumers. A profitable regional 
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 Similar to the President’s State of the Union Address in the United States. 
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press, which has the ability to influence the regional political agenda in the context of the 

national agenda, rarely has news desks outside their own headquarters. These regional 

outlets thereby often rely on freelance services, or limit the scope of their reporting by 

simply reprinting articles purchased from Caracas-based news services. Important 

regional newspapers include Diario VEA and La Voz, based out of Caracas and its 

peripheral communities; El Carabobeño, based out of the industrial city of Valencia; 

Panorama, based out of the western, oil-production capital of Maracaibo; and Correo del 

Caroní, based out of Ciudad Bolívar. With few exceptions, print media is largely 

considered to be critical of the chavista government, though smaller community-based 

newspapers as well as some regional newspapers – both government and privately owned 

– support the President’s policies.
13

 The print media’s political bias is well understood by 

the Venezuelan public and is often the object of satire and mockery, as seen in Annex D.
 

14
 However, the effects of the print media’s political bias on voter behavior and civic 

involvement are not widely discussed in the public sphere. Given the print media’s 

influence on setting the country’s political agenda and defining priorities for political 

actors, the lack of research on the impact and extent of media unbalance and bias in its 

coverage of political event only exacerbates the scope of the problem. 

RESORTE and RCTV, the beginning of a transition towards censorship 

 Stunted in its attempts to exert influence on an increasingly hostile media industry 

while at the same time unable to craft coherent information and communications policy, 
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 Diario VEA, which is broadly circulated in Caracas’ working class neighborhoods, is owned by the 

government. Notably, Diario Últimas Noticias, which is owned the powerful, opposition-aligned Cadena 

Capriles publishing group, has had long time Chávez supporter Eleazar Díaz Rangel as its Editor-in-Chief 

for more than a decade. For this reason, Últimas Noticias is popularly perceived to have a more neutral and 

balanced political agenda. 
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 See El Chigüire Bipolar: “Infografía Día del Periodista”, Annex D 
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the Chávez government has resorted to seeking ways in which to curtail the media’s 

influence or neutralize it altogether. In this sense it has passed stringent legislation, 

including the RESORTE Law,
 15

 which strictly regulates the content private media outlets 

are allowed to air at any given time of the day. The law was touted by its proponents as 

necessary to protect children from inappropriate material and promote national content 

production. (Morales and Parra 2005, p. 469-470) However, the law is also seen by 

detractors as an effective way for the government to control content and censorship on 

the most broadly available mass media outlets in the nation. (Olivera 2007, p. 463) 

The national telecommunications company CANTV, which manages 75% of all 

communications in the country and owns 90% of the national telecommunications 

infrastructure, was re-nationalized under the Chávez government and as a result many 

today question the privacy of their phone conversations and internet browsing. Under the 

auspices of the RESORTE Law and citing flagrant and constant violations, the Ministry 

of Information and Communications (MINCI) refused to renew Radio Caracas 

Televisión (RCTV)’s public broadcasting license and confiscated all of its broadcasting 

equipment in 2007. RCTV, then the oldest-running public access channel in the country, 

was then relegated to private cable and satellite broadcast and its license for Channel 2 

was given to TVés, a government-run commercial station. Taking note of RCTV’s fate 

despite public national and international outcry, the two remaining large, privately-owned 

public access channels, Venevisión and Televén, once highly critical of the Chávez 

government, struck tacit back-door deals with the governing elite in exchange for 

increased advertisement and the guarantee of a continuation of their licenses. 
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Globovisión, the 24-hour news network that is believed to be fully aligned with the 

Venezuelan opposition, has also been the object of continuous threats by the Chávez 

government due to its influence despite its limited audience. While it has been able to 

keep its public broadcasting license, a hostile takeover attempt orchestrated by 

individuals with government ties on the channel’s parent company caused the ouster of 

its president, Alfredo Federico Ravel, an outspoken critic of the Chávez regime. Ravel, 

who still remains a majority shareholder in Globovisión, has since launched a new media 

venture – an influential tabloid-style website called La Patilla.  

Precisely to counter the private sectors ability to circumvent regulation and legal 

prosecution, the Venezuelan government has also sponsored the creation of alternative 

media outlets that wholly support the Boliviarian ideology; Correo del Orinoco, launched 

in 2009 in Ciudad Bolívar, uses the namesake of the newspaper launched by Simón 

Bolívar in the 1820s and is published both in print and online in Spanish and English. 

The government has also supported the expansion of militant websites such as 

APORREA, and given special privileges to government-aligned community television 

and radio projects such as TV Catia. 

Cancers and Social Networks 

 Recent developments in Venezuela have strongly consolidated the government 

and media’s estranged and tense relations. Chávez’s bout with a yet-unspecified form of 

cancer in the abdominal region has revealed fissures and dissent among the President’s 

ranks. These apparent weaknesses have been capitalized upon by the opposition in order 

to achieve a substantial participation during the primaries held in February, 2012. 
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Likewise, the rise in eminence and influence of online and social media has increased the 

complexity of Venezuela’s media landscape since 2007. The confluence of censorship 

imposed by the RESORTE Law, print media’s self-censoring behavior due to financial 

pressures, government secrecy on issues of public concern, and Venezuelan’s 

technological proclivity has resulted in growth of alternative news sources and informal 

networks of communication that will significantly influence the dynamics of the political 

process. 

When President Chávez fell ill while on a business trip to Cuba in June 2011, 

private media was barred from accessing any and all information about the President’s 

health, despite the relevance of the developments to the political and social stability of 

the country. While rumors – many of which later proved to be accurate – about Chávez’s 

health issues circulated widely through online news outlets, television, newspaper and 

radio outlets could only mildly speculate on the nature of the President’s illness while 

decrying the government’s enforced media blackout, or run the risk of being prosecuted 

and sanctioned by the MINCI for breaching provisions in the RESORTE Law. Chávez’s 

health is increasingly becoming an issue of discussion and relevance for the 2012 

presidential contest; the fact that little to no official information is available on the 

President’s health has raised significant questions on Chávez’s capacity to campaign, and 

even whether or not he will be able to govern should he win the election. The opposition 

has banked on perceptions that the government is purposefully concealing information on 

the president’s health, even raising the question whether the President’s health is a 

question of public interest and therefore should be publicly available. Critics of the 

Chávez regime were quick to contrast the President’s ailment with that of other Latin 
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American leaders; influential former Brazilian president Luiz Inázio Lula Da Silva, 

current Brazilian president Dilma Rousseff, Paraguayan president Fernando Lugo and 

Argentinean president Cristina Fernández de Kirchner have all recently undergone 

treatment for cancer as well, but their cases have been openly and publicly documented. 

The secrecy and censorship surrounding Chávez’s diagnosis, treatment and prognosis has 

hence become a point of national and international debate and speculation, thus it will 

likely play a key role in the 2012 presidential contest. 

In response to the problematic flow of information on issues of public interest, the 

Venezuelan public has turned to informal networks of communication using a variety of 

social and electronic media to share information at a greater speed than ever before. 

Many of these sources, though, lack formal fact-checking procedures. Social media 

website such as Facebook and Twitter, online blogs and news websites like Noticias24 

and LaPatilla are at the forefront of a new horizon in Venezuelan media and political 

communications – one which has growing market penetration thanks to the surge of 

internet-ready mobile devices in an increasingly tech-savvy consumer market. The 

ubiquitous Blackberry mobile device, with a built-in high-encryption instant messaging 

system and ability to connect to several social networks simultaneously, has become a 

medium of informal communication and information sharing on social and political 

developments. The existence of unregulated channels of communication has allowed 

information to flow unchecked from sources to consumers, without a professional media 

to organize, contextualize, interpret and verify the veracity of said information. The result 

is a growing rumor mill on both sides of the political spectrum, still afflicted by the 

institutional polarization that dominates nearly all aspects of Venezuelan society, and the 
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increasing irrelevance of traditional media outlets in television, radio and print which 

have curtailed, sensationalized and trivialized their coverage of the political process to 

appease an ideologically distorted consumer market within the strict constraints of a 

political system unfriendly to moderation, analysis and cordial discourse. 

 

Unprecedented changes stemming from the 2012 opposition primaries 

The ‘opposition’, as a defined political entity, has long suffered from a lack of 

identity and cohesion. Part of the chavistas success in staying in office and monopolizing 

national politics has been a highly centralized political ideology and system with the 

president as its epicenter. The opposition’s apparent inability to collaboratively form a 

united ideology and strategic plan that transcends simply being anti-chavista; that is, 

promoting an alternative government project that focuses on new policies different from 

those of President Chávez’s and not merely opposing existing ones. In many ways, the 

opposition’s primaries on February 12, 2012 were an end to this trend. Under the 

collective blanket of the Mesa de la Unidad Democrática (MUD), political parties 

representing the moderate left, centrist and right of the political spectrum agreed to a 

singular, winner-take-all primary process to elect a sole opposition candidate to face 

President Chávez in the October 2012 general election. A concerted and delicate effort 

involving all major parties not aligned with the government (including some which have 

only recently dissented from supporting the pro-Chávez coalition of political parties, 

Gran Polo Patriótico [GPP]) along with the government-controlled National Elections 

Council (Consejo Nacional Electoral) and even the military – who have constitutional 
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powers to oversee the security of all electoral processes – resulted in an unprecedented 

event in Venezuelan history: a presidential primary. The structured and organized 

electoral process, which included ample campaigning, debates and endorsements played 

out on the local, national, international and digital stage. Table 3.1 shows the candidates 

who participated in the primary process, their party affiliation and their vote share once 

results were totalized.  

Table 2.1: Results of the 2012 MUD Primaries_____________________ 

Source: Centro Nacional Electoral (2012) 

Henrique Capriles Radonski won the primary as was widely expected with 66% 

of the votes cast, and in a monumental symbol of unity and cohesion, all other candidates 

fully endorsed and congratulated the elected representative of the opposition for the 

presidential contest. All seven candidates joined Capriles onstage on the eve of the 

election during his acceptance speech, in order to display an image of a singular political 

entity now capable of defeating Chávez and the Bolivarian political machinery (see 

Figure 3.2). 
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 This figure excludes voided votes, which if taken into consideration brings the total amount of votes cast 

to 3,040,449 

Candidate Number of votes Percentage of total 

Henrique Capriles Radonski 1,900,258 64.20% 

Pablo Pérez 896,070 30.30% 

María Corina Machado 110,420 3.70% 

Diego Arria 37,834 1.30% 

Pablo Medina 14,456 0.50% 

TOTAL 2,959,038
16
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Implications for the 2012 presidential contest 

Venezuela’s broad and rapidly evolving media plays a significant role in defining 

citizen’s attitudes and emotions on political issues, thereby creating for itself an 

important function in determining citizen’s participation in the political process. 

Although the media’s direct influence on voting patterns is at best debatable if not 

altogether contestable (Street 2001, 86-89), it is fair to assert that media in Venezuela has 

a prominent role in Venezuela’s democracy and is regarded as an influential actor by both 

society and the government.  Unclear remains whether the mass media’s polarization and 

partisanship is merely a reflection of a much broader pattern of societal divide in 

Venezuela based on political affiliation, or a causal factor in this growing cleavage. And 

if media bias is in fact a determinant factor in Venezuela’s polarization, which is to 

blame: the government, the media industry, or the consumer market? 

Figure 2.2: Opposition Candidates on Stage for Capriles’ Acceptance Speech 

 

Source: El Universal (2012) 
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The following chapters will attempt to partially resolve this complex problem by 

establishing that a strong correlation does in fact exist between the media’s biased and 

unbalanced coverage of the Venezuelan political process and the country’s increasing 

hostilities between its two camps: chavistas and anti-chavistas. 
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Chapter 3: A Framework for Analyzing the 2012 Presidential Election News Coverage 

in Venezuela 

This chapter will cover the fundamental aspects and the usefulness of deriving both 

quantitative and qualitative data from a content analysis of media coverage of political 

events. Further, it will discuss the parameters to be utilized for an examination of media 

content of the three leading Venezuelan newspapers during the 2012 presidential general 

election. 

The central hypothesis of this document is that media coverage of the opposition 

primaries for the 2012 presidential elections is both biased and unbalanced, with privilege 

given to news stories that focus on government-related actors and that emphasize conflict 

and competition between political factions. In order to prove that such a bias and lack of 

balance exists, I propose executing a content analysis of articles published by the three 

leading Venezuelan newspapers (El Universal, El Nacional and Últimas Noticias) 

between January 1, 2011 and December 31, 2012 on the topic of the presidential elections 

in Venezuela, encompassing the primary process between the seven leading opposition 

candidates and the general contest to be held on October 7, 2012. The scope of the 

proposed analysis will cover the announcement of the primary election for the MUD, the 

ensuing process, voting day, the campaign for the general election and two and a half 

months of post-election coverage in order to provide a more complete characterization of 

media behavior during this particular contest. 

In order to comprehend the relevance of looking at news coverage of political events 

to determine media bias and its effects on the political system, the importance of content 
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must be fully explained. Electoral news coverage, in particular, is of critical relevance to 

this process because elections “are typically represented as the culmination of titanic 

struggles in which leaders battle for supremacy.” (Street 2001, p. 47) With a natural 

context for competition and conflict already set in a society that, as seen in Chapter 2, has 

a preference for conflict, the result is news coverage reflecting content rife with linguistic 

elements that exacerbate polarized viewpoints. In the process of establishing the narrative 

of political leaders in conflict and competition for power, the collective support network 

of these leaders (i.e. the political parties with which they’re affiliated and any individuals 

and institutions who support them) also become disassociated and competitive with each 

other. Thus, in Venezuela, Chávez supporters, PSUV members, government employees 

(and those of any State-owned company), and any individuals or groups with current or 

former ties to the President are categorically cast as a single entity of chavistas with 

identical opinions to those of its leader. Likewise, the middle and upper middle class, 

members of the Catholic Church, business owners, ranking members of non-PSUV 

political parties, and individuals and groups with any ties to the pre-Chávez governments 

are universally typecast as the opposition. Without an effective leader to ideologically 

unify the opposition (until, perhaps, the election of Henrique Capriles Radonski as 

presidential candidate for the 2012 through this very primary process), it has been 

characterized by the media as simply being an opposing force to the chavistas. Street 

(2001, p. 48-49) warns of the problematic nature of this sort of narrative whereby the 

audience of a particular media outlet is constituted as ‘us’ and the other, with opposed 

interest, as ‘them.’ The ‘us’ and ‘them’ framework serves as a template to place groups in 

competition and conflict with each other through a series of contrasts. As Carruthers 
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(2000) argues, while this may not appear to be particularly sinister, “it is the way an 

enemy is constructed through media in the prelude and conduct of war.” (Street 2001, p. 

78) 

Content, hence, matters because it has an effect. (Street 2001, 80) Biased and 

unbalanced reporting blocks and distorts people’s capacities to act as citizens; make 

political judgments and act accordingly. The way in which political values and messages 

influence an individual’s perception and experience of the world serves relationships of 

power that thwart the democratic process. Content’s influence on political behavior, 

however, is a source of much debate. To say that content directly influences how citizens 

vote has been disputed by Harrop (1986) and Curtice and Semetko (1994), who argue 

that the media has a larger influence on either confirming or converting us from a 

previous disposition, or even creating a new set of preferences but did not determine their 

voting patterns. On the other hand, Dunleavy and Husbands (1985) and Miller (1991) 

found that media content does have a direct influence on the voting behavior of citizens, 

arguing that individual’s choice of media outlets (and the biases therein contained) 

controlled for all other factors involved in the voting decision process (i.e. socioeconomic 

position) accurately predicted their voting habits. Whichever the case, what is clear is that 

voting behavior is not the only factor in which media can have political effects. A focus 

on certain behaviors and characters can have a negative effect on the democratic process 

as well. Consider, for instance, the media’s preference for conflict and competition in 

Venezuela that has a direct effect on the political arena and thus society as a whole. 

The impact of content also varies from medium to medium. Street (2001) argues that 

television has the ability to generate increasingly emotional responses from viewers to 
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political matters, thus reducing informed active citizenship (p. 90). Print media, on the 

other hand, is more analytical in nature and does not generate the same emotional effect, 

but does have a greater influence in shaping the public agenda and forming political 

preferences (p. 92). Street concludes that any content analysis of media messages will not 

yield specific patterns of influence that determine electoral outcomes. Undergoing this 

examination, however, will allow for “a more coherent picture of the way in which the 

mass media feature in the daily routine of political thought and action.” (p. 98) 

With the impact of content, the definition and categorizations of bias and balance, 

and the limitations of what this type of research carries now established, this paper will 

seek to prove the hypotheses that (1) coverage of political events in Venezuela is 

unbalanced between government and opposition actors, and (2) that coverage of political 

events in Venezuela is biased. 

In terms of balance, newspapers will all show significantly more coverage of 

incumbent President Hugo Chávez as a candidate vis-à-vis the opposition candidates. 

Opposition candidates Henrique Capriles, María Machado and Diego Arria who are 

based out of the capital city of Caracas and known for their confrontations with the 

government, will likely receive more coverage than Pablo Pérez and Pablo Medina. 

In order to prove the bias hypotheses, I will use a quantitative approach wherein 

headlines and first paragraphs of individual articles will be examined and coded as 

follows: 

o Positive government bias: G 1 

o Neutral government bias: G 0 
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o Negative government bias: G -1 

o No bias: N 0 

o Positive opposition bias: X 1 

o Neutral government bias X 0 

o Negative opposition bias: X -1 

After the analysis is complete, frequency will be totalized to determine number of pro 

and anti-government bias as well as pro and anti-opposition bias. 

Quantitative methods will also be utilized to measure the extent of the balance 

hypotheses. In this exercise, headlines and first paragraphs of individual articles will be 

examined for any mention of the candidates, or their affiliated political parties. Mentions 

of ‘Chávez, Hugo Chávez, President, Gran Polo Patriótico, PSUV
17

, government 

official(s), etc.’ will be coded as (G). Mentions of ‘Capriles, Machado, Arria, Medina, 

Pérez, MUD, opposition, etc.’ will be coded as (X). After the analysis is complete, 

frequency will be totalized to determine number of mentions of each candidate. 

A qualitative approach will be used to characterize the sort of bias present in the 

news coverage. Headlines and first paragraphs of news articles will be examined for bias; 

those that have been found in the quantitative portion to contain bias will then be coded 

as follows: 

- Dissimulation 

o Establishes responsibility or blame on government:  D G 

o Establishes responsibility or blame on opposition: D X 

                                                             
17

 At the time of the 2012 election, the Partido Socialista Unido de Venezuela (PSUV) and other parties 

that support Chávez’s presidential bid organized under the Gran Polo Patriótico (GPP) alliance. 
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o Establishes responsibility or blame on both: D B 

- Fragmentation 

o Government and society in conflict: F G 

o Opposition and society in conflict: F X 

o Government and opposition in conflict: F B 

Once both quantitative and qualitative analyses have been concluded, a discussion 

of the results will be performed in the concluding chapter of this paper along with a 

projection on the potential effects and consequences of the media’s behavior during the 

primary process on the general election to take place on October 7, 2012. 

Sample Analysis 

This subsection analyzes three sample articles from El Universal published in the 

days after the opposition primaries on February 12, 2012. The articles were selected 

deliberately for their prominent display of the specific trends of unbalance and biases I 

anticipate are present throughout media coverage of political events in Venezuela. 

In terms of balance, the three sample articles show an equal number of mentions 

of opposition and government (See Table 3.1). However, based on the topic these news 

articles cover – the results of the opposition primary elections – the fact that government 

actors, including President Chávez and high-ranking cabinet members, are mentioned at 

the same rate as the opposition actors suggests that the balance disparity would favor 

government actors in a broader analysis encompassing more topics and themes within the 

context of the general election. 
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Table 3.1: Balance in sample analysis_____________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In terms of bias, article EUD 120213_5
18

, published on February 13, 2012 

consists of a numeric comparison of civic participation in the 2012 opposition primaries 

vis-à-vis the 2008 PSUV internal elections. The tone of the article establishes a 

competition between the MUD primary results in 2012 versus those of the PSUV in 

2013. Specifically, the lead in the article reads: “Elecciones de base de la MUD superan 

récord del PSUV de 2,5 millones” (MUD primaries exceed the PSUV’s record of 2.5 

million), establishing steering the focus of the article away from a mere analysis of the 

vote outcome and into establishing a competition between the PSUV and MUD for 

greater voter participation in their internal processes. This same sort of fragmentation 

bias is also present in the fifth paragraph of the body which rhetorically asks “¿La 

participación de las primarias de la MUD es superior [sic] la votación registrada en los 

procesos internos del PSUV?” (Was participation in the MUD primaries superior to the 

registered votes from the PSUV’s internal processes?) The question is rhetorical in nature 

                                                             
18

 See EUD 120213_5, Appendix A. 

Article Number of 

government actor 

mentions 

Number of 

opposition actor 

mentions 

EUD 

120213_5 

7 8 

EUD 

120213_10 

6 6 

EUD 

120213_11 

7 6 

TOTAL 20 20 
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because it serves only to reiterate the central argument in the article that the MUD’s 

primaries where somehow ‘superior’ (rather than the more neutral ‘had a greater voter 

turnout’) than previous PSUV internal elections. 

The second article
19

 showcases both dissimulation and fragmentation biases. The 

article’s focus is on Capriles’ remarks immediately following his nomination as the 

opposition candidate. El Universal chose to focus on specific quotes that highlight an 

atmosphere of competition and conflict between the PSUV and the MUD, as well as 

those that place responsibility for specific policy failures on the current government. For 

instance, on paragraph 9, Capriles jokingly compares the race for the Presidency to a 

baseball game between longtime rivals Magallanes and Leones del Caracas. While the 

phrase may have been uttered in attempt to make the political contest more relatable to 

the general public, El Universal’s decision to include it in the context of a wider 

comparative criticism of the current regime, which Capriles labels as “retrograde” as 

opposed to his “progressive” agenda as stated in paragraph 10 suggests a marked 

preference for conflict and competition. This sense of confrontation is further heightened 

by yet another sports metaphor in the last paragraph of the article, which highlights 

Capriles’ comparison of the election to a boxing match. Further, El Universal’s selection 

of quotes attributing responsibility of Venezuelans’ problems to the government, such as 

in paragraph 7, contributes a dimension of dissimulation bias that is also prevalent in 

media coverage of political events. 

                                                             
19

 See EUD 120213_10, Appendix B. 
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The final article in the sample analysis
20

 again reveals biases both in 

fragmentation and dissimulation. In the case of the latter, El Universal published a quote 

by Elías Jaua, current Vice-president of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and 

candidate for the seat of governor of the State of Miranda (the office Henrique Capriles 

presently holds), that attributes blame for the events surrounding the April 2002 coup on 

the opposition, using words such as ‘golpistas’ (coup-throwers) and ‘sabotaje’ (sabotage) 

to characterize their role in the crisis. Fragmentation, just as in the previous articles, is 

eminently portrayed throughout the article, with the overall theme once again being 

establishing the electoral campaign for the office of the President in bellicose terms. The 

headline of the article reads “Elías Jaua da la bienvenida a Capriles a la “batalla”’ 

(Elías Jaua welcomes Capriles to the “battle”), a sentiment which is repeated in the first 

and second paragraphs of the article. While the quotes accurately reflect the statements of 

Elías Jaua, they also suggest a broader tendency of the mass media infusing 

fragmentation and dissimulation biases onto their portrayals of political developments in 

Venezuela. Such instances of deliberately infused bias reveals a broad preference for 

conflict and competition among involved parties. 

 

  

                                                             
20

 See EUD 120213_11, Appendix C 
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 Conclusions 

Expected content analysis findings 

A content analysis of the news coverage of the 2012 presidential contest in 

Venezuela spanning from November 2011 to December 2011 should reveal an 

overarching thematic focus on conflict and competition between political factions in 

detriment of examples of agreement and cooperation, as suggested by the sample analysis 

performed. I anticipate the proposed analysis should reveal a systematic bias for 

antagonism between chavistas and antichavistas, with responsibility for the conflict 

being mostly attributed to government actors. I also anticipate finding a generalized 

unbalanced approach to reporting, with preference given to government actors and their 

opinions rather than those of the opposition. 

I anticipate a shift of balance from all three newspapers selected for this study in 

the three months leading up to and the fifteen days following the opposition primary 

contest, held on February 12, 2012. A time-lapsed analysis of balance should reveal a 

temporary focus away from government actors and onto the competition among 

opposition actors, with the habitual unbalance given preference to government actors and 

their opinions becoming restored in the aftermath of the election of Henrique Capriles as 

the opposition candidate. 

As opposed to popular perceptions of each newspaper’s bias, political inclinations 

and thematic preferences, I anticipate El Universal, El Nacional and Últimas Noticias 

will all perform poorly in terms of delivering unbiased and balanced political news 

reporting. 
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Further research 

 As discussed in Chapter 3, while print media and particularly the three proposed 

newspapers have an elevated role in setting the country’s political agenda and influencing 

key policy decision makers, most information on political events in Venezuela is 

disseminated in electronic format, through social networks and other informal news 

outlets. With Venezuela’s growing access to mobile technology and the internet, there is 

very little to suggest that this trend will wane. Likely, a faster, unfiltered and unedited 

access to political news information creates a two-fold threat for Venezuela’s media 

landscape: on one hand, established media outlets with significant overhead and capital 

costs will need to compete with informal organizations that are more dynamic, mobile 

and less costly to operate; and on the other, the abandonment of professional journalistic 

standards (i.e., fact-checking, balance and unbiased reporting) is likely to be exacerbated 

by the need to compete with these new media outlets rising in prominence and influence. 

Based on this trend, a more comprehensive study of Venezuela’s media landscape should 

involve internet-based news outlets such as La Patilla and Noticias 24, local and 

community-based media outlets such as Catia TV, and frequented social networking sites 

such as Facebook and Twitter.  

The future of the media 

 Venezuela’s complex media landscape cannot be understood outside the context 

of global media trends. With the increasing proliferation, influence and reach of new 

media in developed nations as well as the developing world of new non-traditional media 

outlets with lower overhead capital costs and more dynamic business models, traditional 
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media outlets – and especially print media – has been forced to change its business model 

and adapt to the demands of a consumer market more interested in immediacy and 

entertainment value than analysis and thoroughness. The availability of a constant stream 

of information through social and electronic media presents unique challenges to media 

enterprises that had come to rely on a business model that privileged research, fact-

checking and analysis. Moving forward, traditional media enterprises will have to meet a 

growing demand for rapidly-delivered information in order to compete with new sources 

of media. In the short run, the media will have to adopt new forms of finding and 

delivering information at the expense of quality and analysis. In the long run the industry 

will likely suffer major restructuring in order to retain profitability, forgoing costly 

printing (at least on a daily basis) and other expensive overhead costs in order to refocus 

on reclaiming its alleged elite status among different forms of media in terms of its 

breadth of scope, quality of analysis and reliability of sources. Such a transition will not 

come without significant changes in the operational and ideological framework of the 

media industry, as well as pressure from consumers (civil society) for higher quality 

content with the understanding that it will allow citizens to make more informed 

decisions and formulate opinion not only on political matters, but on a milieu of other 

important issues. 

Chávez and the media: the end of an era? 

The global economic pressures facing the media industry as a result of the advent 

of new forms of electronic media are unlikely to wane. Countries like Venezuela, which 

have significant issues of political and social instability, endemic poverty, and weak 

institutions are more susceptible to the transformational pains of the media industry; with 
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a particularly influential role in the country’s politics, traditional media outlets in 

Venezuela must redefine their relationship with society and the government in order to 

reestablish themselves as reliable, unbiased and balanced sources of information. 

The challenge is not simple, and does not have a one-size-fits-all solution; a 

comprehensive approach to the enormous task of modernizing the media industry to keep 

up with global trends will involve time and a variety of different strategies. Journalists 

and other professionals in the media industry must become reacquainted with proper 

journalistic practices that privilege analysis and thoroughness, balance and fairness above 

conflict and competition, bias and violence, in order to avoid what Habermas (1986) 

deems a colonization of media by entertainment values – the culture of politainment -, 

wherein media dictates the tone and content of political discourse (Meyer and Hinchman 

2002). A redefinition on the term ‘journalist’, the responsibilities and rights associated 

with the profession within the context of new global trends, as well as a focus on training 

on new media, social networks and ethical reporting on critical social, political and 

economic issues within a transforming industry is of the highest importance in order for 

the industry to keep with its social responsibilities as described by Peterson (1956).  

Likewise, of the highest importance is a complete overhaul of the tenuous 

relationship between the media, society and the government. Society has become 

increasingly suspicious and distrusting of both traditional media and the government, 

relying increasingly on alternative media outlets and unregulated sources of information 

that create a toxic, competitive environment for the media industry as a whole. While 

such a redefinition of roles in the appropriate context as defined by Bertrand (2001) is 

complicated by the government’s control of advertisement revenue, increased ownership 
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of media outlets and legislation that affects the content of media and thereby their 

editorial discretion,  it is necessary for resetting the particularly contentious and 

pernicious relationship between the government and the media since 1999. If Chávez is 

reelected the acrimonious relationship may well be exacerbated, though a triumph by 

Henrique Capriles may not necessarily signal an end to the conflict either. Indeed, while 

the opposition’s win at the polls may temporarily subdue the conflict and competition 

narrative common to Venezuelan media, the global economic forces and media trends 

that generate this behavior will compel the media to revert to its habitual form of 

reporting sooner rather than later. Redefining the media industry’s relationship with the 

government to one of mutual respect (though without excluding critical analysis of 

government policy, actions and actors), where free speech is protected rather than 

censored, and government finances are used not as weapon to punish insubordination to 

government will act as a stimulus for higher quality news production.  

Regardless of who wins the October 7, 2012 presidential contest in Venezuela, the 

relationship between government and the media industry must be redefined and reset. A 

relationship based on conflict can only exacerbate global financial pressures and trends 

that already push reporting to levels of bias and unbalance that are perilous to democracy. 

Only under the auspices of a new relationship based on cordiality and respect can 

significant, positive change take place in how established media sources provide reliable, 

factual and timely information to citizens in order for these to make informed decisions 

and establish informed opinions. Such a transformation is pivotal to pacifying a country 

galvanized by political discord, social instability and economic uncertainty, and should 

most certainly represent a national priority for Venezuela’s next elected leader. 
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